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ARMBRUST & BROWN, PLLC 

A T T O R N E Y S  A N D  C O U N S E L O R S  

100 CONGRESS AVENUE, SUITE 1300 
AUSTIN, TEXAS  78701-2744 

(512) 435-2300 

TELECOPIER (512) 435-2360 

{W0768095.38} 

DEBORAH PEDERSON  
(512) 435-2352 
dpederson@abaustin.com 
 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Felix Amaro, Jr. (via email)   Robin Campbell (via email) 
Christopher Capers(via email)  R. Lee Hill (via email) 
Brenda Richter (via email) 

    
FROM: Deborah Pederson, Legal Assistant 
 
DATE: March 5, 2021 

RE:  Northtown Municipal Utility District 
  March 8, 2021 Board Meeting 
________________________________________________________________ 

Attached please find the agenda and meeting materials for a meeting of the Board of 
Directors of Northtown Municipal Utility District scheduled for Monday, March 8, 2021, at 
5:15 p.m. held via telephone conference. 

Please let us know if you will be unable to attend the meeting so that we can determine if 
a quorum of the Board of Directors will be present. 

 Carter Dean     Robert Anderson via email  
 Scott Foster via email     
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NORTHTOWN MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
FOR SPECIAL MEETING 

March 8, 2021 

TO: THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF NORTHTOWN MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
AND ALL OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES: 

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Directors of Northtown Municipal Utility District will 
hold a special meeting at 5:15 p.m. on Monday, March 8, 2021.   

THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 551.125, TEXAS GOVERNMENT CODE, AS MODIFIED 
TEMPORARILY BY GOVERNOR GREG ABBOTT, AND THE RELATED GUIDANCE 
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE TEXAS ATTORNEY GENERAL, IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE GOVERNOR’S COVID-19 DISASTER PROCLAMATION.   

MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC ARE ENTITLED TO PARTICIPATE IN AND TO 
ADDRESS THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS DURING THE MEETING.  THE TOLL-
FREE DIAL IN NUMBER FOR THE MEETING IS 1-888-510-5505 AND THE 
PARTICIPANT CODE IS 308434.  PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 
PROVIDED BY THE SYSTEM TO ACCESS THE MEETING.   

AN ELECTRONIC AGENDA PACKET FOR THE MEETING IS AVAILABLE AT THE 
FOLLOWING LINK: 

https://abaustin.sharefile.com/share/view/sd538f44a2d14aa28/fo31e8cc-d58a-42c8-b882-
63f02edc8899.   

THIS MEETING WILL BE RECORDED AND, FOLLOWING THE MEETING, THE 
RECORDING WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE AT THE SAME LINK SPECIFIED 
ABOVE. 

The following matters may be considered and acted upon at the meeting: 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

1. Board member remarks and citizens’ communications; 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

2. Infrastructure Subcommittee report related to America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 
2018 (AWIA) compliance and related action items, including proposals; 

 
3. Future meeting schedule and agenda items. 
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The Board of Directors is authorized by the Texas Open Meetings Act, Chapter 551, 
Texas Government Code, to convene in closed or executive session for certain 
purposes, including receiving legal advice from the District’s attorney (Section 
551.071); discussing real property matters (Section 551.072); discussing gifts and 
donations (Section 551.073); discussing personnel matters (Section 551.074); 
discussing security personnel or devices (Section 551.076); or discussing 
information technology security practices (Section 551.089). If the Board of 
Directors determines to go into executive session to discuss any item on this 
agenda, the presiding officer will announce that an executive session will be held 
and will identify the item to be discussed and the provision of the Open Meetings 
Act that authorizes the closed or executive session. 

     

Attorney for the District 

 

**************************************************************************************** 

Northtown Municipal Utility District is committed to compliance with the Americans With Disabilities 
Act. Reasonable accommodations and equal access to communications will be provided upon request. 
Please call Armbrust & Brown, PLLC at (512) 435-2300 for additional information. 

 

 



 
9430 Research Boulevard, Suite 1-200 
Austin, Texas 78759 
Tel: 512.346.1100 

 

March 3, 2021 

Mr. Robert Anderson, Utility Manager 
Northtown Municipal Utility District 
14401 Harris Ridge Blvd. 
Pflugerville, TX 78660  
 
RE:  America’s Water Infrastructure Act 

Risk and Resilience Assessment and Emergency Response Plan Development Proposal 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

As you are aware, Congress in 2018 amended the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) to include the 
America’s Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) which requires an all-hazards Risk and Resilience 
Assessment (RRA) and Emergency Response Plan (ERP). Each water provider in the US with a 
service population over 3,300 is required to certify that the Risk and Resilience assessment is 
complete, and within six months of certification, complete an ERP. Providers serving populations 
the size of Northtown Municipal Utility District (MUD) have until June 30, 2021 to certify that their 
AWIA Risk and Resilience assessment is complete. We have prepared this scope and fee proposal to 
assist the Northtown MUD with their Risk and Resilience assessment and ERP. 

We propose to complete the Risk and Resilience assessment as follows: 

Scope of Services & Delivery Approach 
Project Management & Delivery 
The CDM Smith Team will supply the MUD with unmatched expertise and experience in complying with 
the requirements of the 2018 AWIA—which outlines the path to keeping your valuable resources and 
assets protected in the “face of” and “response to” a variety of threats—natural hazards and malicious 
acts. We will help meet these requirements by leveraging national experts and insights to efficiently 
investigate, assess, and recommend solutions that you can trust while protecting your system and 
community in the years to come. 

The CDM Smith Team will follow a seven-step approach known as Risk Analysis and Management for 
Critical Asset Protection (RAMCAP). This approach not only complies with 2018 AWIA requirements, it is 
performed in accordance with AWWA’s  “Risk and Resilience Management for Water and Wastewater 
Systems” (ANSI/AWWA J100-10 / R13) and the “Emergency Preparedness Practices” (ANSI/AWWA 
G440-17). 

The overall goal of the project is to build upon prior vulnerability assessments performed and conduct a 
current assessment of the existing vertical and horizontal (above-ground and below-ground) assets and 
business processes to determine the current and future risks and hazards associated with these, in order 
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to comply with the 2018 AWIA. After identification of these hazards and risks, an assessment of the 
vulnerability and resilience of the operational and business needs will then be conducted. 

Scope of Services 
We have been proactive and have leveraged our 2018 AWIA knowledge and subject matter expert 
insights to develop a preliminary scope of work that can be further tailored to the Northtown MUD’s 
needs and objectives. CDM Smith will perform the following scope to comply with all 2018 AWIA 
requirements. 
Task 1: Data Gathering/Review of the MUD’s Existing Materials 
CDM Smith will facilitate a kickoff meeting with the Northtown MUD Project Manager and 
representatives to confirm project goals and identify key stakeholders for the project. Based on 
documentation and information to be provided by the MUD, CDM Smith will evaluate systems at 
existing facilities for risk and resiliency to assess/review monitoring practices; chemical usage, storage, 
and handling at each location; and field operations and maintenance (O&M) facilities for the MUD.  

CDM Smith will provide a data request form and questionnaire at project kickoff to assist Northtown 
MUD in gathering relevant data and information. Examples of data and information that will be 
requested for this effort include: 

• GIS/asset management program of above ground and underground assets 

• Locations and facility descriptions of all assets 

• Previously prepared vulnerability assessments 

• Previously prepared ERP or Emergency Action Plan (EAP) documents 

CDM Smith will also review existing data based on the AWWA J100 and G440 guidelines to identify 
additional criteria and procedures needed to be included in the 2018 AWIA assessment or ERP. Staff 
working on the project will execute a confidentiality agreement with the MUD upon request. At the 
completion of the project, CDM Smith will return all copies of project files to the MUD. 

Task 2: Stakeholder Meetings and Development of the “All-Hazards” Listing 
As part of this task, CDM Smith will facilitate one half-day (approximately 4 hours) virtual workshop with 
MUD leadership and subject matter experts across the production, transmission, and engineering 
groups to qualitatively conduct the initial risk and resilience assessment.  

 The half-day workshop is anticipated to take place immediately after the initial threat characterization 
is completed. The deliverable from this workshop is a populated risk matrix for “all-hazards” and critical 
assets (with a focus on above-ground assets) which will provide the basis for creation of the threat-asset 
pairs in J100 

The workshop will focus especially on critical facilities, including: 
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• Drinking Water Assets  
o Seven interconnects with the City of Austin 
o Critical distribution pipelines 
o Process control systems 

• Wastewater Assets  
o Two interconnects with the City of Austin 
o Three Lift Stations 
o Critical collection system pipelines and force mains 
o Process control systems 

• Business Enterprise System Assets  
o Human resources (i.e., personnel policies) 
o Financial (i.e., billing systems, contingency/reserve 

funds) 
o Information technology (i.e., servers, cybersecurity 

protections) 

Assets may be categorized into broad groups as necessary to move 
the discussion forward. Stakeholder workshops provide an efficient 
method to gather institutional knowledge about hazards, risks, and 
resilience from MUD stakeholders by: 

• Understanding connections between ongoing issues and 
challenges, hazards, and current plans or actions 

• Identifying vulnerabilities to inform the risk and resilience 
profiles for the threat-asset pairs under J100 

• Developing and prioritizing actions to improve resilience that inform the Emergency Response 
Plan 

The J100 guidance recommends that a core team of individuals collaborate at these workshops, 
including members from security, safety, treatment/ distribution, O&M, engineering, and information 
technology (IT). Additional stakeholders may include legal, human resources (HR), customer service, 
finance, laboratory, and local first responders. Workshop participants should also include 
representatives from the City of Austin, Crossroads Utility Services, and any other contractors or 
agencies that Northtown MUD relies on for operation of their water and wastewater systems. 

CDM Smith will plan, prepare for, and facilitate the workshop with MUD stakeholders to efficiently 
collect input for the RRA. The process focuses on populating a risk matrix for hazards and assets at the 
workshop, which will provide the basis to create the threat-asset pairs in J100. CDM Smith will assess 

The “all-hazards” approach will 
include at least the following 
hazards (or threats): 

Malicious Acts 

• Accidental/intentional 
(source to finished) water 
contamination 

• Facility intrusions and 
employee assaults 

• Theft or diversion 
• Physical attack of critical 

infrastructure  
• Cyber threats 

Natural Hazards 

• Flood 
• Drought 
• Wildfire 
• Extreme heat 
• Severe storms (hail, 

thunderstorm, winter 
storm) 

• Tornado and major wind 
• Dam failure  
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assets that match categories required under the 2018 AWIA (such as pipes and constructed conveyances, 
physical barriers, source water, etc.).  

In preparation for the workshops, CDM Smith will conduct an initial threat characterization to identify 
threats to the water and wastewater systems from a comprehensive “all-hazards” list of malicious acts 
and natural hazards from the J100 Appendix E guidance, EPA, and additional threats as identified by the 
MUD. The J100 guidance is selective in order to produce high net benefit options for reducing risk and 
improving resilience. During the initial asset characterization stage, the following will be performed: 

• Identifying and evaluating critical assets, mission-critical functions, and supporting 
infrastructure and evaluation if there have been changes to the system that warrant an update 
to the critical asset list. 

• Identifying critical internal and external supporting infrastructure which will likely include the 
following: Operations & Maintenance, Monitoring Practices (new), and Financial Infrastructure 
(new). This includes identifying any existing protective countermeasures and mitigation 
measures/features. 

Task 3: Risk & Resilience Assessment 
After the completion of Task 2, CDM Smith will conduct the RRA. This will be conducted within CDM 
Smith’s RRA Tool which is a Microsoft Excel based tool that follows the Risk Analysis and Management 
for Critical Asset Protection (RAMCAP) method in the AWWA J100 guidance to ensure calculations are 
conducted in a consistent manner using the data and information gathered under Tasks 1 and 2. The 
final product will include a report with an executive summary of the methods and results.  
Specific tasks during the assessment include: 

• Step 1 – Finalize the asset and threat characterizations based on MUD priorities and the 
findings of Tasks 2 to identify, rank, and record the MUD’s critical assets. The goal of this is to 
determine the critical and high-consequence facilities/assets and the high threat-likelihoods. 
These determine the “threat-asset pairs” which are the focus of the risk and resilience 
assessment. CDM Smith will use input from the workshops (conducted as part of Task 2) and 
data review (conducted as part of Task 1) to ensure that medium-consequence or likelihood 
threat-asset pairs are also included, as appropriate. The high-priority threat-asset pairs will 
move on to the consequence analysis, Vulnerability Assessment, and Threat Analysis stages 
described in Step 2. 

• Step 2 – In order to conduct the Consequence, Vulnerability, and Threat Calculations for high-
priority threat-assets, the following will be performed: 

o Consequence Analysis: Develop and refine consequence metrics or criteria (such as 
financial, casualties, loss of revenue, or regional economic impact). The RAMCAP 
methodology is used to define ranges of consequence and analyze based on the 
consequence metrics for each threat-asset following the RAMCAP process and are 
measured in dollars. 
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o Vulnerability Assessment: For each critical threat-asset pair the vulnerability is 
determined by estimating the likelihood of an occurrence to the “all-hazards” threat. 
The output of a vulnerability analysis to malevolent incidents is the likelihood of 
success of the adversary for each specified attack scenario on each threat–asset pair, 
given that the attack is carried out. The parallel concept for natural hazards is the 
likelihood that the hazard will produce the consequences already estimated, given that 
the hazard occurs. This is expressed in a numerical value from zero (the threat is 
unlikely to occur and produce the consequence) to one (the threat is very likely to occur 
and produce the consequence). 

o Threat Likelihood Analysis: Conduct the threat analysis using the J100 guidance to 
estimate the likelihood or frequency of malevolent threats using the proxy measure, 
best estimate, or conditional assignment and the probability of natural hazards and 
likelihood of dependency or proximity hazards. This is expressed in a numerical value 
from nearly zero (the threat is unlikely to occur) to one (the threat is certain to occur). 

• Step 3 – In order to conduct the RRA, the following will be performed:  
o Calculate risk for each threat-asset pair as the results from Consequence, Vulnerability, 

and Threat Analysis, using the following equation: 

   Risk = Consequences  x  Vulnerability  x  Threat Likelihood  /  Risk = C  x  V  x  T  

o Create the Utility Resilience Index (URI) as outlined in J100 as: 
 Operational – These indicators reflect the tactical capacity of the utility to 

react quickly and/or cope with various incidents that have the potential to 
disrupt services 

 Financial – These indicators reflect the fiscal capacity of the utility and 
supporting community to react quickly and/or cope with various incidents that 
have the potential to disrupt revenue 

o Each of these indicators are numerical values from zero (not resilient) to one (highly 
resilient) designed to reflect the resilience of the utility as a whole. They help to further 
focus the MUD toward areas that need further attention to reduce risk and improve 
resilience. This will be presented in easy-to-understand dashboards as it applies to 
each critical asset 

• Step 4 – The methodology, findings, costs, and recommendations of the Risk and Resilience 
process will be documented in a report format, including an executive summary. An electronic 
copy of the draft Risk and Resilience Analysis Report will be provided to the MUD for review. 
CDM Smith will meet virtually with the MUD to review this draft report as well as the RRA tool. 
This follow up meeting is anticipated to take place immediately after submittal of the draft risk 
and resilience analysis to review findings prior to completion of the final. CDM Smith will 
incorporate the MUD’s written comments on this draft report into a final RRA report. 
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• Step 5 – Certify the RRA for EPA Submission: CDM Smith will assist the MUD in completing the 
EPA certification process as needed. The certification details available from EPA, and require 
the water system name, PWSID#, the date certified, and a statement from the MUD that it has 
conducted, reviewed, (and revised as needed), the RRA. CDM Smith will provide the MUD with 
the needed documentation for review by June 15, 2021 with the understanding that the MUD 
will review and return a consolidated set of comments and modifications by June 23, 2021 to 
allow time for finalizing any documents for the June 30, 2021 deadline. 

Task 4: ERP Update, Best Practices Integration & Six-Month ERP Update 
As part of this task, CDM Smith will create an Emergency Response Plan for the MUD’s facilities as 
required by 2018 AWIA. This will build upon existing emergency response related documentation, if 
available. CDM Smith will provide guidance and input on actions that may be taken based on the 
outcome of the RRA. The scope and extent of the ERP will be limited to developing response actions that 
focus only on the highest risk threats identified during the RRA. The ERP will supplement and build on 
any existing emergency response documents or protocols, including those developed by applicable 
external entities, such as city- or county-wide emergency management plans. This ERP is expected to 
consist of the following: 
 

• Define countermeasures 
• Estimate investment and operating costs 
• Determine if and what options to evaluate 
• Estimate capital and O&M costs for each option 
• Update Risk scope for affected assets 
• Calculate Benefit/Cost ratio 
• Establish monitoring program 
• Strategies and resources to improve resilience, including physical security and cybersecurity 
• Plans, procedures, and equipment for responding to a malevolent act or natural hazard 
• Actions, procedures, and equipment to lessen the impact of a malevolent act or natural 

hazard, including alternative source water, relocation of intakes, and flood protection barriers 
• Strategies to detect malevolent acts or natural hazards 

 
An electronic copy of the draft ERP will be provided to the MUD for review. CDM Smith will incorporate 
the MUD’s written comments on this draft report into a final ERP. CDM Smith will assist the MUD to 
complete the EPA certification process for the ERP no later than six months after certification of the RRA 
to be performed as part of Task 3.  
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Elston Johnson and Associates 

16238 Ranch Road 620 N. 

Suite F – 272 

Austin, TX 78717 

(512) 809-7552 

elston@ejohnsonconsulting.com 

 

March 4, 2021 

Robert Anderson, District Manager 

Crossroads Utility Services 

2601 Forest Creek Drive 

Round Rock, TX, 78665-1232 

 

RE:  AWIA Risk and Resilience Assessment 

 

Robert, 

 

Elston Johnson and Associates (EJA) is pleased to provide Crossroads 

Utility Services with this proposal to complete the EPA mandated Risk 

and Resiliency Assessment of the water utility system as scoped. The EJA 

team will also evaluate the wastewater facilities owned by Northtown 

MUD Our approach brings together an experienced and highly skilled 

team of industry professionals to provide quality, cost-effective solutions 

for smaller utilities. 

 

Enclosed you will find a preliminary scope and budgetary cost to provide 

the following assessment services: 

 

- Site assessment for all hazards of the Northtown MUD facility. 

- Cybersecurity assessment for centralized services provided to all 

industrial control facilities. 

- Cybersecurity assessment for centralized financial and billing 

system applicable to all facilities.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this proposal and highlight the 

difference our team and approach can make for Crossroads Utility 

Services.  We look forward to the opportunity to work with you.  Please 

contact me at (512) 809-7552 or elston@ejohnsonconsulting.com if you 

have any questions or need additional information during your review of 

our proposal. 

 

 

 

Elston Johnson, President 

EJA and Associates 

Defensor Solutions 

1108 Delaware Dr. 

Mansfield, TX 76063 

(571) 388-6272 

doug@defensorsolutions.com 

 

Neal Consulting Services 

4404 Clearwater Trail 

Carrollton, TX 75010 

(972) 632-0385 

mike@nealemail.com 

 

mailto:elston@ejohnsonconsulting.com
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Introduction 

Securing long-term resilience requires a consolidated effort between utility staff and professionals 

within the industry (water) and functional (risk management, cybersecurity) domains.  Our team 

approach provides these critical skillsets to assist in meeting AWIA compliance requirements.  The team 

is led by EJA with subcontractors, Defensor Solutions and Neal Consulting Services.  Team members 

have a long history within the water industry and specific experience in risk management, disaster 

preparedness, contingency planning and cybersecurity as presented in this proposal.   

We realize the cost of an assessment is more than just the cost of services and includes an investment in 

time and resources from the utility staff.  To minimize this investment and disruption to daily activities, 

our team will gather documentation and conduct video meetings to complete the foundational research 

and analysis from their respective office locations.  This will also minimize associated travel costs to the 

utility.  On-site field inspections and interviews will be scheduled and consolidated to minimize the 

burden on utility personnel as much as possible.    

Description of Work 

America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA) requires community water systems that server 

more than 3,300 up to 49,999 people to complete a risk and resilience assessment by June 30, 2021.  Our 

team will perform the following tasks to complete this assessment: 

Task 1 – Kickoff Meeting and Request for Information  

Task 2 – Site Assessments for Northtown MUD Facility 

Our team will visit the Northtown MUD facility to evaluate the water and wastewater sites for all 

hazards (both natural hazards and malevolent threats).  During this visit, the team will meet with staff to 

discuss existing practices and procedures and inspect the facilities. 

Task 3 – Centralized Cybersecurity Assessments for Industrial Control Systems and Financial 

Systems 

Our team will visit the central facility to evaluate centralized services provided for the cybersecurity of 

industrial control systems and financial systems.  During this visit, the team will conduct an assessment 

of the topology for control systems at the water facilities, billing/financial systems, then meet with staff 

(industrial control, information technology, finance, management) to discuss policy, practices and 

procedures affecting these critical areas.  Additionally, they will conduct an onsite physical assessment 
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of the security of data and information systems affecting industrial control systems and financial/billing 

systems.  This assessment will consist of the following phases:   

 Pre-assessment Request for Information 

There will be a questionnaire to identify demographics for the facilities and systems and a request 

for documents for review.  Documentation will be reviewed prior to on-site assessment.   

 On-site Assessment 

Field assessment of the primary data facilities.  Meet with key IT/ICS and finance personnel to 

conduct an interview and evidence-based assessment utilizing an industry-standard tool to identify 

strengths and areas for improvement.  Evaluate both the SCADA/Control Systems and 

billing/financial systems.  Other business systems and networks are out of scope for this engagement 

except as they interface with the SCADA/Control Systems.  

 Post-assessment 

Identify key items and controls for implementation and categorize by criticality.  Provide 

recommendations to mitigate risk and identify potential “quick wins” for rapid 

implementation.   

Task 4 – Draft Report 

Our team will prepare the draft inputs to the VSAT tool based on site assessments and discussions 

during the onsite assessments.  The report will identify risks, actions to mitigate and reduce risks to staff 

and critical assets and provide an analysis of mitigation actions and prioritize improvement areas. 

Task 5 – Workshop  

Our team will present the findings from the assessment, discuss customer comments on the draft report 

and adjust prioritization of risks and improvements as needed to prepare the final report. 

Task 6 – Final Report 

Based on comments received during the workshop, a final report will be provided.  Our team will assist 

utility with EPA certification on compliance with risk and resiliency plans. 
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Assumptions and Exclusions 

 Our team will utilize the EPA’s Vulnerability Self-Assessment Tool (VSAT) to conduct this 

assessment. 

 Updating Emergency Response Plan (ERP) and table-top exercises are not included in this 

proposal but may be added as an additional service. 

 Centralized assessments only cover those services determined to be applicable across the 

organization.  Depending on the individual facility, equipment, communications, and 

automation, additional onsite inspections may be required to meet AWIA intent for certification.  

Field inspections of additional facilities are not included as part of this assessment but may be 

added as an additional service.   

Fee 

Services to be provided at a fixed cost of $12,000 and includes all professional services fees and direct 

costs. 
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Team Composition 

Elston Johnson 

Elston serves as the principle employee of Elston Johnson and Associates.  Mr. Johnson has more than 

20 years of experience in the water industry.  He is highly experienced in the local and state government 

working with all sizes and types of water and wastewater utilities assisting with compliance and 

regulatory issues.  He is experienced guiding diverse groups to achieve consensus through collaboration 

and trust.  He has served on federal and state committees including: 

 

 EPA’s National Drinking Water Advisory Council appointed by the EPA Administrator to advise 

the administrator on issues impacting the National Drinking Water Program. 

 Department of Homeland Security’s Water Sector Coordination Committee made up of 

representatives from federal, regional, state, local and tribal government programs. 

 State of Texas Emergency Drinking Water Task Force. 

 Board of the Texas Section of the American Water Works Association. 

 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality’s Pharmaceutical Disposal Study Workgroup. 

 

Education 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Environmental Sciences 

Master of Science Degree in Environmental Science   

 

Specialized Training / Certifications 

Registered Professional Sanitarian in the State of Texas 

American Water Works Association Utility Risk and Resilience Certification  
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Doug Short 

Doug is the owner of Defensor Solutions, LLC.  He has over 6-years’ experience as the Chief 

Information Officer and Chief Information Security Officer for one of the largest water authorities in 

Texas where he is responsible for all IT and IT security for nine water and wastewater treatment plants 

and one dam.  During his tenure, he has set up the policy and strategy framework for security of the 

industrial and corporate networks and conducted planning and assessments to meet AWIA requirements 

using both AWWA and Department of Homeland Security tools.   

 

Doug got his start in information technology and cybersecurity in the US Air Force with 28-years’ 

service on active duty.  His experience includes leading inspection teams for the National Security 

Agency and Air Intelligence Agency, command of the Air Force Cyber Operations School, coordinating 

and implementing cyber strategy throughout the Federal Government, and providing strategic analysis 

and recommendations to national leaders on cybersecurity policy, issues and operations. He currently 

serves on state committees including: 

 

 Texas Cybersecurity Council 

 Chairman, Texas Section of AWWA Resiliency & Cybersecurity Committee 

 WEAT Safety and Security Committee 

 

Education 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer Science 

Master of Arts Degree in Computer Resource and Information Management 

 

Specialized Training / Certifications 

FBI Chief Information Security Officer Academy Graduate 

Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) 

Certified Government Chief Information Officer (CGCIO) 

GIAC Strategic Planning, Policy and Leadership (GSTRT) 
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Mike Neal 

Mike is the owner of Neal Consulting Services, LLC.  He has a strong record of success with over 20 

years’ experience with IT Network Architecture and Security management and over 5 years’ experience 

with OT (ICS) Network Architecture and Security management.  This includes traditional back office 

networks, ICS networks and the secure integration between the two.  As the senior manager of 

Information security in a large Wastewater/Water organization he developed, tested, and implemented 

Disaster Recovery plans and Incident response plans in accordance with the  NIST Cybersecurity 

framework covering all phases of the response lifecycle (Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and 

Recover).  He was responsible for cyber security audits and risk assessments for both enterprise and ICS 

networks.  He has performed or participated in formal DHS audits for ICS networks and audits required 

by the America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA). 

 

Education 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer Science 

 

Specialized Training / Certifications 

Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) 

GIAC Response and Industrial Defense (GRID) 

GIAC Certified Enterprise Defender (GCED) 

Project Management Professional (PMP) 

ITIL v3 Foundation 



Risk and Resilience 
Assessment and Emergency 

Response Plan for the 
Northtown Municipal Utility 

District

January 25, 2020



Northtown MUD
• Serves approximately 11,000 people

• A wholesale customer of the City of Austin for water and wastewater services

• Operates three lift stations

• Five pressure zones

• Land uses include single family residential, multi-family apartment complexes, 
commercial sites, parks, and greenbelts



America’s Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA)
• On October 23, 2018, America's Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) was signed into law. 

• AWIA Section 2013 requires that community water systems serving more than 3,300 
people must certify the following:

• Completion of its risk and resilience assessment (RRA)

• Completion of an emergency response plan (ERP)

• Every five years, the utility must review the RRA and submit a recertification to the U.S. 
EPA that the assessment has been reviewed and, if necessary, revised.

• Community water system is not required to disclose the RRA or ERP based on the federal 
requirement..

Population Served Risk and Resilience Assessment (RRA) Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

3,301 – 49,999 June 30, 2021 December 31, 2021*

*ERP certifications are due six months from the date of the risk assessment certification. 
The dates shown above are certification dates based on a utility submitting a risk assessment on the final due date.

RRA and ERP Completion Dates



Proposed RRA Team and ERP Team
Northtown MUD

[Owner]

Primary Consultant 
Murfee Engineering Company, Inc. 

[Project Manager]

Crossroads Utility Services
[Subconsultant and Technical Support 
for Data Collection and Review to 
Develop the RRA]

Cyber Security: AWWA’s Cybersecurity Guidance and Assessment Tool can be used develop cyber security portion of the 
Section 2013 of AWIA 2018. The resource provides the water sector with a voluntary, sector-specific approach for 
implementing applicable cybersecurity controls and recommendation
https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Risk-Resilience/Cybersecurity-Guidance

https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Risk-Resilience/Cybersecurity-Guidance
https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Risk-Resilience/Cybersecurity-Guidance


Staff Resources

Murfee Engineering Company, Inc. Crossroads Utility Services

Staff Roles in the Project

Robert Ferguson, P.E. Client Manager

Saqib Shirazi, P.E., PMP* Project Manager

Evan Parker, EIT* Engineer

Staff Title

Andrew Hunt Executive Vice President 
and Chief Operating Officer

Robert Anderson Vice President Business
Services

* AWWA certified developer for the risk and resilience of water and wastewater system and emergency response 
plan



MEC Team’s Experience on Developing RRA
• MEC has over 40 years of client relationship

• MEC is committed to effectively managing projects to meet the schedule, budget, and specific 
project needs.

• MEC will develop RRA and ERP for the following utilities
• Williamson County Water, Sewer, Irrigation, and Drainage District No. 3

• Travis County MUD 4

• North Austin MUD No. 1

• West Travis County Public Utility Agency

• MEC has developed risk management plans for TC MUD 4.

• MEC’s staff includes

• Twelve licensed professional engineers

• Six non-licensed engineers

• Five CAD technicians

• Crossroads Utility has been effectively managing NorthtownMUD system for several years. 

• Staff of both MEC and Crossroads Utility have thorough understanding of Northtown MUD 
system.



RRA Requirements
According to EPA, each RRA will include:

• Risk to the system from malevolent acts and natural hazards

• Resilience of the pipes, physical barriers, source water, water collection and 
distribution facilities, electronic, computer, and other automated systems 
(including the security of such systems) 

• Monitoring practices of the system 

• Use, storage, or handling of various chemicals by the system 

• Operation and maintenance of the system



Standards and Tools

• AWIA does not require water systems to use any designated standards, methods or 
tools to conduct the RRA or to prepare the ERP

• In water industry, following documents and tools are widely used to develop 

the RRA and ERP

• AWWA G430 – Security practices for operation and management
• AWWA G440 – Emergency preparedness practices
• AWWA J100 – Risk and resilience management of water and wastewater systems
• AWWA M19 - Emergency Planning for Water and Wastewater Utilities, Fifth Edition
• Baseline Information on Malevolent Acts for Community Water Systems, developed by EPA
• Protecting the Water Sectors Critical Infrastructure Information, AWWA report

• VSAT Web, version 2.0 developed by EPA



Process to Develop the RRA

• Critical infrastructure risks can be assessed in terms of the following: 
• Threat – natural or manmade event with the potential to cause harm. 

• Vulnerability – the ability of each critical asset to withstand each specified 
threat. 

• Consequence – the worst reasonable consequence that can be caused by a 
specific threat

Asset 
Characterization

Threat 
Characterization

Consequence 
Analysis

Risk and Resilience 
Management

Critical Infrastructure of Risk Management Framework

Vulnerability 
Analysis

Threat Analysis
Calculate Risk 
and Resilience



Asset Categories

• MEC team will conduct meetings and perform site visits to identify 
asset categories for the Northtown MUD

• Key asset categories will include:
• Physical barriers - fencing, perimeter walls, gates, locks, etc.

• Conveyance Infrastructures - pumps, pipes, etc.

• Distribution - residual disinfection, valves, meters, etc.

• Electronic, computer and other automated system – sensors, controls, 
monitors, IT hardware and software, etc.



Threat Categories

MEC team will develop threat categories based on the following criteria:

• Malevolent threat

• Natural hazard

• Dependency hazard

Examples
• Assault on utility

• Intentional contamination of finished water

• Theft or diversion

• Cyber attack on business enterprise systems 

• Cyber attack on process control systems 



Consequence, Vulnerability and Threat 
Analysis

• MEC team will perform consequence analysis to identify the worst 
reasonable consequences that can be caused by the specific threats on the 
assets. MEC team will focus on the following parameters:
• Number of fatalities

• Number of serious injuries

• Financial loss to the owner

• Economic loss to the community

• MEC team will perform vulnerability analysis to identify the ability of each 
critical asset and its protective systems to withstand each specified threat

• MEC team will perform threat Analysis by estimating likelihood of 
malevolent event, dependency/proximity hazard, or natural hazard



Risk and Resilience Analysis and Management

MEC team will combine the results from previous steps and estimates 
risk as well as resilience to each threat-asset pair. MEC team will carry 
out the following major tasks:

1. Calculate risk

2. Calculate the current level of resilience

Is the Risk 
Acceptable?

No

Yes Document the decision

• Identify countermeasures for those threat-asset that are 
not acceptable

• Estimate operating cost for each option
• Calculate benefit-cost ratio



Develop the ERP

• Utility information

• Emergency response roles

• Emergency plans and procedures
• Core response procedures

• Incident specific response procedures

• Mitigation actions

• Detection strategies



Schedule



Fee Task Fee

Development of RRA

Task 1.1: Project Management and Coordination $  5,260

Task 1.2: Data Collection, and Site Visits $  5,180

Task 1.3: Risk and Resilience Assessment $  14,860

Task 1.4: AWWA 430 Standard Analysis $    3,120

Task 1.5: RRA report Preparation and Documentation $    9,400

Additional Service – Cyber Security Review $  20,000

Sub-total for Developing RRA $  57,820

Development of ERP

Task 2.1: Project Management and Coordination $    5,260

Task 2.2: ERP Report Preparation and Documentation $  12,040

Task 2.3: Consultant Staff Training $ 3,120

Sub-total for Developing ERP $  20,420

TOTAL Engineering Fee $ 78,240



Questions
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